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exchange information, come up with ideas and 

references during an online brainstorm 
week filled with presentations, lectures and 

workshops in mixed teams. 

Freely accessible online platforms transform 

the workshop into a close-to-live setting

map your home city 

define your narrative and architectural 

intervention 

discuss your project and comment your peers’ 

projects in the online project workshop 
week with students, professors, stakeholders 

of Belgium and South-Africa

1

2

3

4

refine your project for Brussels and 

Cape Town up till the architectural detail - 

communicate your vision in a project booklet 

and short movie

5

present your project and lessons learned to an 

international jury

share the narratives in exhibitions 

and a website to inspire others.

ZENNEPARK & RAMBLA

Briefly present yourself to the other members 
of your team

Add a picture of yourself and your name, to 
the frame

Pick a name for your mixed team

start typing

Present the mapping of your home site to 
your friends from the other university.

Add the link to your short movie/document

Guests add sticky notes with
questions or appreciation
keywords wrt the site

very clear, 
thank 
you!

clear 
overview

we see few 
people in 
the park

is the place in 
front of the city 
hall a popular 

place for 
youngsters?

more info see .. (add link)

more info see .. (add link)

ZENNEPARK
creating a family friendly 'welcome to the neighbourhood' space 

RAMBLA
creating a 'welcome to the neighbourhood' space

You can exchange ideas about
what do you like to do in your spare time
how/with whom do you spend your leisure time?
what do families do on a Saturday/Sunday.../different (age)groups of people...
what is your idea about ‘strolling through the streets’
what activities do you think are important here?
what is your idea about ‘a walkable neighbourhood’, how would you bring about a 
mentality shift (fewer cars)
exchange ideas/first impressions about the other site (CPUT students about Brussels 
and vice versa)
references?
Where does the reference to the Rambla come from?...

important to find out during the workshop week
what makes this place special from your viewpoint? where does it lead to?
interesting places/things to do in this neighbourhood?
anyone who can tell more about the social activities in the historic District 6?

interesting old 
warehouses/w

orkshop 
spaces

sticky notes with 
questions 

and/appreciation
by the guests

sticky notes 
with 

keywords, by 
the 'guests'

sticky notes with 
questions 

and/appreciation
by the guests

sticky notes 
with 

keywords, by 
the 'guests'

Here are a series of topics that can be 
discussed wrt the sites ... feel free to add/alter 
the topics: exchange ideas and visions!

Add sticky notes with your ideas, keywords, 
questions, links, ..., to both sites; discuss!

Add images of reference projects, ... for both 
sites; explain and discuss!

Start with a first exchange and add during the 
week! Give your peers as many input wrt your 
home site as possible.

what do you like to do in your spare time?  what activity would you add to a neighbourhood to make it more lively?  

what activities would you add to the Zennepark to make it 
more attractive to/a place to spend your time for the residents of this area ?

what activities would you add to the ramblas to make it more attractive to/a place to 
spend your time for the residents of this area ?

how does your day / week / weekend look like? 

discuss place 
keywords

add links (things 
you like to do in 

the weekend, 
during lunchtime, 

after work ... discussplace 
keywords

add 
reference 
projects

discussplace 
keywords

add 
reference 
projects

interactive 
walk way( for 
children and 

adults)

covered 
spaces to 

protect against 
weather 
elements

place these as 
the children 
walk as to 

engage them 
with the site

interactive 
games for 

children (hop 
scotch & 

basketball)

add meeting 
spaces for 

adults(seating)

initiate:
archi students 

and local 
businesses

take care:
goverment

benefit:
all people 

in the 
space

benches and 
tables placed 

away from the 
walk way to 
give privacy

Filling the 
space with 

plant life and 
water features

Plant fruit 
and 

vegetables

community 
garden to 
support 

people that 
need food

making a 
peaceful 

environment 
where you can 

sit and relax

benefit: the 
entire 

community

take care:
community , 
the nearby 

school, 
goverment

Reuse 
an old 
buildig

the mix of fresh 
air and sound of 

flowing water 
will create a 
chilled space

Meeting 
space(coffee 

shop/ tee 
house)

MONDAY TUESDAY: LECTURES + PREPARE FIRST SCENARIOS

place sticky notes with keywords, references, 
... from the lectures that sound relevant, 
interesting, surprising, innovative, ... to you

already try to start the Wednesday board

WEDNESDAY: FIRST SCENARIOS

THEME 1
CONNECTING 
COMMUNITYS

integrating 
homeless 

people into 
public spaces

socially vibrant 
area where 
people help 
each other

 out integrating
homeless 

people better 
into the local 
community - homeless 

people
- the local 

community
- the govement

- homeless 
people

- the local 
community

- the govement

More green 
space with 

sitting areas 
and play areas

- homeless 
people

- the local 
community

- the govement

- public toilets
- public bading

- outdoor 
fitness

narrative that 
has its 

foundation in 
the 

neighborhood

THEME 2
GATEWAY 

INTO 
DISTRICT 6

pavilion where 
people can 

relax, sell things 
& escape from 

the sun

activities that 
connect 

people (sports, 
music, people)

safety

creating 
safe 

crosswalks

THURSDAY: ENVISION YOUR 3 CONCEPTS

is this a 
busy 

street?

subquestion: 
with who do 
you spend 
your spare 

time?

subquestion: what do elderly people, youngsters, families, ... like to do in their spare time?

what activities/buildings/...in the neighbourhood make this place more interesting? Who 
can add positively to ...?

the Zennepark? the Rambla?

what about safety? do we need to design spaces from the concept of 'dangerous streets' 
or can we design with a positive mindset? what can make a place safer? 

what about 'a walkable neighbourhood'? exchange ideas, visions and references

subquestion: how 
to connect it to 

the city center? is 
it important to 

connect it to the 
city center?

12 A3 portrait spreads will be your output of your 
MIXED TEAM brainstorm at the end of the workshop 
week.

You will jointly pitch with your mixed team
min 2/max 3 key concepts for the Brussels site 
and envision them in 6 A3's
min 2/max 3 key concepts for the Cape Town site 
 and envision them in 6 A3's

In this workshop week, the goal is not to be complete 
or to formulate ready- for- use architectural projects, 
not to come up with iconic interventions but it is our 
ambition to inspire others to see the opportunities 
and chances of the neighbourhoods, the small things 
that make a place a home!

Give your concepts/neighbourhood a 'name' to 
sparkle the readers' imagination

Think about the 5W's:
WHAT are you proposing?
WHERE will you integrate your idea in the ilot?
WHO is it for/who are their visitors/who else 
benefits/who builds it?
WHY do they mount this concept (what is the added
value for the neighbourhood)?
WHEREAFTER (how does this concept kickstarts new 
initiatives, can it be projected to other places in the 
city/in the world)?

pick three concepts/ambitions/themes from 
the previous steps and elaborate them for the 
ilot.
Here the CPUT students give the first input 
and the UH students add, complement, 
reply... in any case: the scenarios are the 
result of a joint discussion

Brainstorm about the themes. One step at a 
time

1.what 
concept/ambition/theme/architectural 
intervention is absolutely 
important/interesting to realise in this 
neighbourhood/for this site
• describe why you think this is important

2.define actions based on the 
concept/ambition theme
• what actions can you define to realize these 
ambitions?

3.define with programmes to bring the 
concept/ambition to live
• what urban programmes can you define to 
realize these ambitions?

4.refine with actors 
• who will take the initiative, who will benefit, 
who will care for, ...

5.define spatial interventions to support 
these actions
• Which spatial interventions can you think of 
to bring your theme alive?

6 repeat

7.discuss at all moments/exchange ideas 
about all steps with UH students/UH 
students advise, complement, add new items, 
give insight ...

add references whenever you can

pick three concepts/ambitions/themes from 
the previous steps and elaborate them for the 
ilot.
Here the UH students give the first input and 
the CPUT students add, complement, reply... 
in any case: the scenarios are the result of 
a joint discussion

Brainstorm about the themes. One step at a 
time

1.what 
concept/ambition/theme/architectural 
intervention is absolutely 
important/interesting to realise in this 
neighbourhood/for this site
• describe why you think this is important

2.define actions based on the 
concept/ambition theme
• what actions can you define to realize these 
ambitions?

3.define with programmes to bring the 
concept/ambition to live
• what urban programmes can you define to 
realize these ambitions?

4.refine with actors 
• who will take the initiative, who will benefit, 
who will care for, ...

5.define spatial interventions to support 
these actions
• Which spatial interventions can you think of 
to bring your theme alive?

6 repeat

7.discuss at all moments/exchange ideas 
about all steps with CPUT students/CPUT 
students advise, complement, add new items, 
give insight ...

add references whenever you can

FRIDAY: PRESENT YOUR A3's

Present your ideas to an international board of 
'stakeholders' - using the A3's
30 minutes of presentation - 10 minutes feedback

All A3's will be gathered in a joint workshop week 
booklet, giving a series of ideas and opportunities for 
Cape Town's District 6 and Brussels' Canal Ne

TEAM 2B
    team 2b google meet
    general google meet
    discord

Marlies 
Decatte 

marlies.dec
atte@stude
nt.uhasselt.

be

Elien 
Vansevenant 

elien.vanse
venant@st
udent.uhas

selt.be

Belle 
Brabants 

belle.braba
nts@stude
nt.uhasselt.

be

Havva 
Konak 

havva.kona
k@student.
uhasselt.be

Brandon 
Jordan 

Absalon

absalonbr
andon18@
gmail.com

Mpiloyethu 
Ngoma

mpiloyethu
ngomaa@g
mail.com

Willem 
Nothling 

Odendaal

wodend
aal00@g
mail.com

Kaylin 
Schwab

2181026
58@myc
put.ac.za

Luca 
Mostert

2181155
98@myc
put.ac.za

Abdullah 
Mohamed

limeez.ra
shid@g

mail.com

don't forget to take pictures :-)

shop 
for food

go out 
with 

friends

sport

go for a 
walk in 

the forest

visit 
friends

walk 
the dog

restaurant

eat 
out

Go to a 
market

go to 
a café

dancing

cycling

Dance

markets
summer 

bar

shopping
shopping 
(clothes)

water's 
edge

go to 
the 

beachsleeping 
till the 

afternoon

go for 
a jog

fitness

stand 
up 

paddling

motorcycle 
racing

surf

wine 
tasting

a 
cinema

community 
market

outdoor
library

youth 
club

gym

music 
festival

interactive 
spaces

open 
cinema

dog 
park

an 
outdoor 
theatre

market

art
center

playground

spontaneously 
be part of 

music making

Crafts 
Cafe

sport
facilities

problem: no 
interaction 

neighbourhood
walls

more 
interaction 
along the 
route_ too 

quite

skate 
park

pavilion

organise a 
community 
party/BBQ

trees

café
bakery

a weekly 
market

Summer 
bar

a little 
farm

playground

temporary 
events

looking at 
what is 

present & 
improve it

? connection 
could improve_ 

across the 
street_ how?

children safety

developing 
one green 

route through 
the city

stalls

shops

unsafe: 
traffic, 

homeless/
vagrants

definition 
of 

circulation

consider 
existing use: 

are you 
incorporating 

vagrants

green, park, 
vegetation_ 
plus existing 

trees

student
gallery

community 
centre

coworking 
space

definition 
of edges

coffee 
shops

castle and 
grand 

parade

primary 
school

youth 
centre

weekly 
market

CPUT 
University

bus station 
train 

station and 
taxi rank

visual 
connection 

to Table 
Mountain

mosque

connection 
to other 

green parks

cultural 
happenings: 
D6 museum, 

Desmond Tutu 
foundation

Charly's 
Bakery

District 6 
museum

multifunctional 
space

always busy

amount 
of light in 
a space

landscaping
connection 

between 
buildings 

and streets

visibility eyes on 
the 

street

what type of 
people are 
attracted to 
the space

connecting 
public & 

private life

security 
person, gates, 

restricted 
access

neglected 
space vs 

maintained 
space

sense of 
ownership

clean, 
friendly 

community,
open spaces

green 
area

distance
coffee 
stop

parks

surface 
design

defined 
edges

traffic_ 
navigate/

interaction

the 
density

resting 
places_seating

sculpture 
or art to 
attract 
people

guided 
circulation/middle 
ground between 

open and 
completely built 

up

meeting 
place/focal 

point

footpath

well- 
defined

ideas for today:

Rambla: Street vendors, better living space for vagrants, stalls for 
locals, pavilion to attract stalls, coffee shop, how to incorporate 
homeless people,  link to CPUT, bring people together,
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Design solutions - suggestionsProblems and opportunities

C
H
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D

R
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H
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O

M
M

U
N
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ideas for today:

Zennepark: Adaptive re- use, to change blind facades, better 
connection and social control, playground, farm animals, 
incorporate children,

ZENNEPARKTHE RAMBLA

BOOKLET

suggestions 
that have 
to do with 

silence

link the tea 
house to the 
neigborhoud: 
vb morocan 

tea, … tea

SUGGESTIONS FOR THE ZENNEPARK
- bring water back in the city
- small pocket parks
- places for silence
- like reading a book
- typical things for the multicultaral 
neighborhood (teahouse: all the tea's 
from the world
- place for rememberance (movie boxing)
- crossing streets: the corners

cape town 
needs 

liveliness & 
zenne park 

needs silence

focus on the 
corners where 

the parks 
meets the 

busy streets

CAPE TOWN: RAMBLAS
- most easy location
- vibrant lively street, lot of functions to connect district
  6 to the city center
- look at the history to choose the functions
- activities that connect people: sports, music, culture
- make the street broader: trees can stand there,
  banken, …
- look at how older buildings are decorated or the use
  of color
- street that honors the people of district 6
- you can build on the entire road
- narrative that has its foundation in the neighborhood
- socially vibrant area where people helped each other
  out: at projects where people help each other: vb
  bading for the homeless, half house for the homeless
- introduce something like urban framing

Roeland 
Dudal

check out 
Architecture 
Workroom 

Brussels

Gijs- Van Vaerenberg is the artist/architectural office that designed the temporary bridge

events /temporary interventions to create awareness ... among the local residents and stakeholders/policy makers

THE FOUNDATIONAL ECONOMY

easy to step into: repair & building economy, folding pizza boxes, having a stall at the market, ...

poorest people live in the city, richer residents live in the eas- side: higher (edge of the valley), near the forest,...

Paola 
Vigano

A GOOD CITY NEEDS PRODUCTIVITY

Phenomenon of expulsion - poorest people are more and more pushed out from the city.A big challenge also for District Six and Cape Town

beautiful to see how the city is gradually transforming into a pedestrian and bicycle- friendly area... and that it all started with a bold statement: Brussels as a test case for the future NO- CAR city

realistic models as a very effective tool to envision the future of an area

the cross- section of the city envisioned with pictures of people in the different cafés really is inspiring answering the need for an inclusive city can not be done with public space only (but it can be a good starting point)

DIGNITY of the ground

although this was a 'poorer' neighbourhood, the design of the public space referred to classic 'patterns' and typologies, giving it a certain dignity

DEMINERALIZATIONof the public space I discussed the 'safety' of the area with the women ...

make the area supportive/welcoming to private, informal initiatives

a 
masterplan 

vs
a guide plan

Liezel 
Kruger- 

Fountain

DISTRICT SIX HOPE AND HEALING sustainable communities

communities 'as a whole'keep the SDG's in mind(see syllabus)

beautiful comparison: reforestationrestitution

give people their homes back in District Six

THE POWER OF T(H)REE

public activity, interaction is made possible by the architecture surrounding it (thresholds, window sills to sit on, ...)

LAYERS!!!a good project is multilayered

BEADS and STRINGS

nodes and linesnodes and lines

scale

space form and order (Francis Ching)

proximityontinuityenclosuresimilarity (unique vs general) figure ground (seen and unseen) symmetry & order (find balance)

https://www.capetown.gov.za/work%20and%20business/planning- portal/Spatial- Plans- and- Frameworks/district- six- neighbourhood- plan

'the city is a housethink about your own lounge, what is on the walls, where are the doors, where are the windows... where is the coffee table, use space language ...'

communicate in words that bring clear images to mind

Claimant land - land that is assigned for people who were removed in the 1960-80s and wish to return to D6 now.Send a message to everyone

DIGNIFIED SPACESfor people

public toilets?

Khalied 
Jacobs

check out 
Jakupa 

Architects

fear of economic gentrification

new economic activities that are attracting a richer/more fashionable public without empowering the original inhabitants

The 7 steps ...mythical in the memory of District Six (actually there were 8 steps)

memories are as powerfull as reality

Note the topography and Table Mountain in the back...and the stoeps

a very complex set of processes to develop a very simple programme
and - in our ignorance- we made mistakes

it is not only about houses it is about providing a safe home!

it is impossible to bring back District Six as it was, in stead of that we should try to capture the spirit of the place

there is a the identity of the original District 6 but there also is the identity of the future District 6

what future brings the inhabitants of Canal NE closer to each other, creates a community that has no shared past

Liezel Kruger- Fountain'Note the: General vs unique, speed vs time, money vs little of it, spaces inbetween?? How does architecture define space.'

how to build incremental housing in a multi- storey building

Cape Town building construction:protect your wall against horizontal rain

design as a 
tool for 

negotiation

this is not an 
architectural 

building

perhaps the state is not the institution that can solve the housing problem

integrate opportunities for the future residents to adjust their house to their personal needs and dreams

our ambition was to have a clear idea of the form but give the community the freedom to turn it into their neighbourhood

the community of District Six is not coherent, it is very much diverse

designing with the community is more than 'letting the community decide'... as an architect you have to bring in your professional knowledge, in a very humble and empatic way

Challenges:

Not very safe

Lots of traffic

Homeless people

Not a defined space

Abandoned building on site

Harsh slope of surrounding 
streets

No green space

No seating area

- gateway into 
district 6, first 

introduction to 
district 6

CAPE TOWN: RAMBLAS
- most easy location
- vibrant lively street, lot of functions to connect district
  6 to the city center
- look at the history to choose the functions
- activities that connect people: sports, music, culture
- make the street broader: trees can stand there,
  banken, …
- look at how older buildings are decorated or the use
  of color
- street that honors the people of district 6
- you can build on the entire road
- narrative that has its foundation in the neighborhood
- socially vibrant area where people helped each other
  out: at projects where people help each other: vb
  bading for the homeless, half house for the homeless
- introduce something like urban framing

Opportunities:

Lots of people in and around 
the site

Place to sell stuff

Park

PAVILION SELLING THINGS

Meeting space

Local market

Play ground

Dog park

large amount of homeless people: emergeny housing that can help with people on the street: afrika total different systems how people can claim landhow shelters could be helped, more than just housing, how can they be part of a larger area & contribute to the economythinking about everybody & desiging for everbody >> not just housing, housing is not the solution for everythingdignified spaces for people: vb public toilets: how can that be integrated into public spaces (in south africa there are no public toilets)

vibrant lively 
street, lots of 
functions to 

connect D6 to 
the city centre

history: street 
that honors 

the people of 
D6

half house 
for the 

homeless

integrating 
homeless 

people into 
the economy

- 
incremental 

housing 
complexes

- for 
children

- the 
government

click on 
next 
page

architecture 
showing the 

history of 
district 6

reduce the 
amount of 

traffic

give 
abandoned 
buildings a 

new program

define 
spaces

local 
market

dog 
park

play 
ground

green 
space

children

connecting 
the UCP & 

the city 
center

place these 
over sections 

that are mostly 
exposed to 
elements

an 
outdoor 
theatre

spontaneously 
be part of 

music making

- the local 
community

- the local 
community

dog shelter 
where 

homeless 
people can 

work & relax

Market 
hall

- coffee shop
- cinema
- cafés

restaurants
- meeting points

- dancings
- music school
- sports school

water 
features

continues 
feature 

running along 
the route

local 
community(child
ren/ locals)

food 
markets

coffee 
and tea 
station

covered 
space with 
seating and 

tables

more 
activities/ 
interactive 
places, less 

crime benefit: the 
entire 

community

benefit: 
Surrounding 
communities

connection 
between 

buildings and 
walkaway

CHALLENGES
- not very safe
- lots of traffic
- homeless people
- not a defined space
- abandoned buildings on site
- harsh slope of surrounding 
streets
- no green space
- no seating area

OPPOTUNITIES
- lots of people in and around 
the site
- places to sell stuff
- park
- pavilion: selling things
- meeting space
- local market
- playground
- dog park

IDEAS
- street vendors
- better living space for vagrants
- stalls for locals
- pavilion to attract stalls
- coffee shop
- how to incorporate homeless 
people
- link to CPUT
- bring people together
- safety for children

The Table House in Cape Town, South Africa
by Noero Architects and Rainer Hehl

picnic 
area

small outdoor fitness centre

Land available for redevelopment

 www.capetown.gov.za

City of Cape Town Link
Sharing a City of Cape Town Page...

Green 
walls

greenery not 
only inside but 
can see from 
the streets, 

inviting.

quiet 
and 

peaceful

EYES ON 
THE 

SPACE

weekend 
market

Weekend 
market

Manhattan Brussel – RITCS 
ONLINE

FIRST PART OF THE ZENNEPARK

attract/keep 
locals in 

area

SECOND PART OF THE ZENNEPARK

THIRD PART OF THE ZENNEPARK

OLD WINDOW FACTORY

drinking 
fountain

pick up 
point for 

parents and 
children

haven night shelter:on 
chappel street  connect it 

to
a project

- homeless issue is a very 
diffuclt & complex issue: 
everyone has a different 
view because of crime

market space where 
homeless people & 
other people can 
uplift themselves: 

wooden sculptures, 
people fixing stuff 

like shoes, bracelets

arts & 
crafts 

(shoes)

spaces for mixed 
uses: workshops 

that get people off 
the street, skill 
development !

spaces 
for 

students

bracelets

creating art 
with waste 
from the 

street

dirty streets, 
not a good use 

of the trash 
cans next to 

the street

transport: 
car (or bus 

stop or 
taxi)

next to the 
street: 
selling 

fresh fruit

narrow 
streets, lot of 
trafic so need 

2-3 lanes

community 
feeling: go visit 
eachother (not 

on specific 
places)

history: 
museum 

D6 website

   LOCAL PRODUCTIVITY   THE CITY AS A PLAYGROUND

BUILDING: MUSIC TO CONNECT THE COMMUNITY
- building for mixed use, where homeless people can follow workshops,
  so they can develop their talents & skills so they can contribute & be part of the local economy
- in this building parties could also be organized where the local community can meet each other,
  because most people in district 6 meet each other at home, but there are not really specific
  places where they can come together
- also buildings where local economical activities can grow, doorgroei systeem voor de winkels
  misschien

PAVILION
- in the pavilion a sort of market place could be placed, where people who sell their goods on the
  street can sell their good in "stalls"
- other temporary events could be organized here: maybe also activities that have to do with
  music
- this can be placed on the crossroad between the city center, UCPT campus & night shelters for
  homeless people

ARTS & CRAFTS

bracelets 
from 

beads

creating art 
with waste 
from the 

street

wooden 
sculptures

MUSIC

DANCING

LOCAL ECONOMY

SPORT

CHILDREN

CAFE & RESTAURANT

CINEMA

LOCAL PRODUCTIVITY

WORKSHOPS FOR HOMELESS PEOPLE
SAFE SCHOOL ENVIRONMENT

MORE GREEN ON THE STREET

CITY AS PLAYGROUNDLOCAL COMMUNITY
MEETING PLACES

- pedestrian local business spine, wider sidewalks, slower traffic
- as pedestrian oriented space with multi- storey buildings that have retail at street level
- Local Streets as pedestrian friendly, safe spaces with slow car movement and eyes on the street 
that allow children to walk safely
- safe place where children can play and be drop off
- Holy Cross and New Apostolic - Squares and link to New
  Hanover Street + Zonnebloem schools area
- celebrate local heros & places to remember them: multifunctional spaces
- eyes on the street so children can walk safely
- na schoolse activiteiten

- public Space at Silvertree/ schools at the end of New Hanover Street - for safe kids drop- off and
  waiting area
- shared facilities and playing spaces along Zonnebloem edge
- educational route along Constitution - Micro spaces, tree
  clusters, pausing points, waiting spaces for children

RETAIL

WORKSHOPS

big streets are 
to big, more 
place for the 
pedestrians

"Binnen de muren van 
het Kasteel waren 

onder andere een kerk, 
een bakkerij, 

werkplaatsen, 
woonkwartieren, 

winkels, cellen en een 
verscheidenheid aan 
andere faciliteiten."

tiny museum 
to bring the 
local people 

together

DARLING STREET

HANOVER STREET

DARLING STREET

HANOVER STREET

CHAPEL STREET

HOMELESS PEOPLE

FACILITIES STUDENTS CPUT

1

2

2

CPUT

TAFELBERG

HANOVER STREET

HANOVER STREET
CHAPEL STREET

1

EYES ON THE STREET

WATER

roller skating

outdoor fitness

Thema 1: local productivity/foundational 
economy

Hub voor kleine economieën

Haal geschiedenis van district 6 bij om je 
project fundering te geven

Er zijn heel veel muziekbands: vraag 
misschien aan de studenten of misschien 

bands die er vroeger waren
Remembering " (muziekband)"

Thema 2: playing in the city/streetWat moet de straat bieden om te kunnen spelen?(outdoor) Cinema & theaterBasketballTheaterKunstPerformance in the cityskatepetaniquemuziek, dans

- einde van de ramblas organiseren waar alles samenkomt

lagos: verbredingen van de straat waar dingen kunnen gebeuren/organiserenMet zitelementenSkate- elementen

MUSIC

DANCE
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SPORT

PLAY

MUSIC

JEU DE BOULES

SKATEPARK

BASKETBALL OUTDOOR FITNESS

DANCE

FOOTBALL

PARTYING

ART
CINEMA

PLAYGROUND

PERFORMANCE ART

FOLK TRADITIONS

(OUTDOOR)
THEATER

(WELL- KNOWN)
MUSICIANS

THE CONCEPT OF A LARGO

ILLUSTRATING THE CONCEPT

kaart waarop 
we zeggen 
waar onze 
loactie zich 

bevindt

LOCATION

CHALLENGES

FESTIVALS

HOPSCOTCH

  THE CITY AS A PLAYGROUND

change the 
abandoned 

buildings

benefit 
the 

locals

Think about 
children, 

walking to 
school

Parents 
picking 
up kids

- Think about children, 
walking to school.
- Parents picking kids up 
from school.
- Quiet and peaceful.
- Attract/keep locals in area.
- Abandoned buildings.

COUNSELING THURSDAY
- schools don't have a playground
- taxis & busses collecting there to pick 
up the students
- other uses to that space
- create continuity in the park system 
(green part is interrupted there)
- swimming pool in the park
- music big part of the history (pink lane 
on the map)
- pink lane as connection (don't forget the 
space next to the castle)
- at the end of the lane: look at that, can 
also be interesting

- during after 
hours, a lot of 
students move 

through this 
space

- creating a connection 
between the end of the 
ramblas and the park, 
in the park there are 

also sport 
infrastructures being 

developped

- main nucle were 
all the children 

come from, where 
a lot of children 

walk through

- the schools 
don't have 

any 
playgrounds

- taxi & busses 
collecting to 

pick up 
students

1  need for children to have safe and enjoyable movement
    between various institutions & amenities

Located in the middle section of the park

INTERACTING WITH LOCALS INTERACTING WITH LOCALS CHILDREN QUITE AND PEACEFUL SPACE

Existing building to be turned into a coffee shop for people passing by, and for parents
that are waiting for their children.

MARKET

2  creating a connection with after- school facilities

3  creating a connection between the park (where a lot
    of sport facilities are developed) and the school area

4  creating the end for the Ramblas, where
    a lot of functions come together

5  better organization of taxis and buses; creating
    pleasant places where students can wait for their bus

SCHOOL

Possible market location:
Near to the coffee shop area in the middle
section of the park, away from the quiet areas.

- better organization of taxis and buses; creating
  pleasant places where students can wait for their bus

interactive 
games for 

children (hop 
scotch & 

basketball)

tea 
house
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The aim of the market is to give the locals an
activity that will keep them in the area.

The market will run on weekends when 
people have free time to attend. During the 
week the space will be quiet and tranquil.

Locals can set up their stalls in the 
designated area and sell their goods.

Abandoned 
building

Market

CHILDREN QUITE AND PEACEFUL SPACE

Interactive bench sittings with incoporated gardens/greenery/trees for
shading

The coffee shop/tea house also helps to attract locals into the park

where music 
helps - 

community 
music therapy

Possible play area locations:

In the second part of the park, close to the 
market and coffee shop.

In the third part of the park nearest to the 
school.

SCHOOL

1986, District Six – The Musical- by David Kramer and Taliep Petersen told the story of District Six

2016, District Six – Kanala - Created and directed by David Kramer and presented by Eric Abraham and the Fugard

play area locations

"And, as with many of the buildings in district 6, the cinemas were used for a variety of purposes. They were the scenes of talent shows, concerts and dancing. … Attendance at the opera at the city hall was widespread among both middle class and working class, while cabaret at the Tivoli and Palm court band at Delmonico's on Riebeeck street were also popular."

Different lane 
dedication for 
better human 
circulation/cycl
ist movement

" The streets thus became receptacles for all types of urban activities - children playing, street markets, buskers and everyday social interaction."

Possible locations:

In the first part of the park.

In the third part of the park.

These locations allows for the areas to 
remain quiet by keeping it separate 
from the coffee shop and market in 
the second part of the park.

"The street was the major children's playground and acted as a relief from the cramped living conditions and limited private space."

"The play marks the 50 year anniversary of forced removals from District Six. A moment in history that cannot be forgotten, the productions honours the bustling creative suburb that was home to many Capetonians."

"After its demise, the district became mythologised, as a rich place of the South African imagination, inspiring novels, poems, jazz and the blockbuster musical, by David Kramer and Taliep Petersen."

"Going to a party on saturday night was almost compulsory. We had lots of house parties.… We were not allowed to go to concert when famous overseas singers come to S.A. Our own local district 6 singers will then imitate these famous visiting singers.

Playground 
for children

DISTRICT 6 AS A PLACE TO PLAY & GATHER

Picnic 
place

Dedicated 
parental 

watch spot

The play area gives the children something
to do while they wait for their parents to
pick them up. It also keeps them 
entertained if their parents are browsing 
the market area.

Incoporate as much cognitive development activities/games as possible. eg. colour & shape recognition

DISTRICT 6 AS A PLACE TO PLAY & GATHER

flexible 
age 

group

Soft fittings. preferrably of rubber

Hanover St is primarily vehicular- oriented space. It needs to be safer and people- oriented.

Low maintenance required.would compliment a reading space

The whole park can be considered a
quiet place during the week, and 
then on weekends a section of it is 
used for the market. However there
will still be the quiet sections in the
first and third part of the park.

Babylonstoren garden

Make new public space at New Hanover St [safe for school kids] + drop- off.

Make wider sidewalks on New Hanover St.

Music

community 
garden

Make playing fields available to local schools + multiple entrances to sport fields [both sides] and 
develop sports facilities along  contours between fields.

play area locations

Local Streets as pedestrian friendly, safe spaces with slow car movement and eyes on the street 
that allow children to walk  safely.

attract/keep 
locals in 

area

Talent 
shows

Consider Children, Elderly and safety along New Hanover Street and throughout. Roads such as 
New Hanover Street and  Constitution Street are too wide and not for people.

renovate old building into new coffee/tea shop

Possible play area locations

Mini 
pavilions
scattered 
along the 

space

Broad pathways to create a sense of 'lightness'

Reading 
booths

Coffee shop will be open during the week for people
who would like to enjoy their beverage in silence,
and on weekends for those that would like 
something to drink while visiting the market.

create a positive smell via greenery

TRAILS TO THE MOUNTAIN

Water flowing for a sense of calmness

Water flowing for a sense of calmness

QUIET SPACES PLAY AREAS COMMERCIAL OPPORTUNITIES

Creates a personal space

PAUSE SPACES GATHERING SPACES

KICKSTARTING NEW INITIATIVES

WHO IS IT FOR?

friedliche reise

kaapse klopse

- music bands walk 
through the street 
(don't really need a 
stage)
- on special 
occasions (NY, 
Christmas, Easter)

Kaapse Klopse jol!
YouTube

6min
6min

- Boomhut
- Bredere boom met dikkere stam 

waaronder mensen zitten
- Gebouwen tekenen

- Dansende, zingende mensen, straat 
artiesten

- City als playground is nog niet echt te 
zien

- Theater
- Onderdoor in een binnenblok waarbij 

de ruimte geeft voor een theater, of een 
voorgevel die je kan gebruiken als 

achtergrond voor theater
- Verschillende beelden ipv één beeld?

Luchtfoto: 
aanduiden op 
welke plekken 
het herhaald 
kan worden

 Bestaande 
luchtfoto: straat 
waar we willen 
mee werken 
aanduiden & dan 
de rest zwart- wit

 tonen dat het 
connectie is 
tussen stad & 
groene parken => 
belangrijke as

luchtfoto + erop 2 
rijen bomen + 
verschillende 
spots DUS meer 
focussen op wat 
wij willen doen!

stad gebruiken 'city 
as playground' !!! 
DUS trappen als 
theater OF mooie 
gevel als 
achtergrond

PRESENTATIE
- begin: oude foto's
- daarna: beelden 
nieuwe D6
- district 6 as a place 
to gather & play

Bestaande 
sfeer en 

nieuwe sfeer 
langs elkaar 

leggen

- negatieve dingen 
omzetten in 
positieve dingen: 
boodschap goed 
overbrengen
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"And, as with many of the buildings in district 6, the cinemas were used for a variety of purposes. They were the scenes of talent shows, concerts and dancing. … Attendance at the opera at the city hall was widespread among both middle class and working class, while cabaret at the Tivoli and Palm court band at Delmonico's on Riebeeck street were also popular."

" The streets thus became receptacles for all types of urban activities - children playing, street markets, buskers and everyday social interaction."

"The street was the major children's playground and acted as a relief from the cramped living conditions and limited private space."

"The play marks the 50 year anniversary of forced removals from District Six. A moment in history that cannot be forgotten, the productions honours the bustling creative suburb that was home to many Capetonians."

"After its demise, the district became mythologised, as a rich place of the South African imagination, inspiring novels, poems, jazz and the blockbuster musical, by David Kramer and Taliep Petersen."

"Going to a party on saturday night was almost compulsory. We had lots of house parties.… We were not allowed to go to concert when famous overseas singers come to S.A. Our own local district 6 singers will then imitate these famous visiting singers.

DISTRICT 6 AS A PLACE TO PLAY & GATHER DISTRICT 6 AS A PLACE TO PLAY & GATHER
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FOLK TRADITIONS
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HOPSCOTCH
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LOCATION

THE CONCEPT OF A LARGO

THE CONCEPT OF A LARGO

- Boomhut
- Bredere boom met dikkere stam 

waaronder mensen zitten
- Gebouwen tekenen

- Dansende, zingende mensen, straat 
artiesten

- City als playground is nog niet echt te 
zien

- Theater
- Onderdoor in een binnenblok waarbij 

de ruimte geeft voor een theater, of een 
voorgevel die je kan gebruiken als 

achtergrond voor theater
- Verschillende beelden ipv één beeld?

Bestaande 
sfeer en 

nieuwe sfeer 
langs elkaar 

leggen

KICKSTARTING NEW INITIATIVES

2020- 21 GSLT_Team 
1, Online 
Whiteboard for 
Visual Collaboration 
(miro.com)

SECTION 1 SECTION 1 SECTION 2 SECTION 2 SECTION 3 SECTION 3

Possible market location:
In the middle section of the park, away from the quiet 
areas. This is a space where the community can interact 
with one another

The concept with the market area is to bring the community together.

The space will be filled with colorful  stalls , plant life ,places for children to play and grown- 
ups to sit. The open spaces could also be used for community gardens.

all of these factors will encourage people to use the space instead of moving away and 
abandoning the space.

Location:
In the first part of the park, closest to the school and 
kids play area .

Existing building to be turned into a coffee shop for 
people passing by, and for parents that are waiting for 
their children.

The coffee shop/tea house also helps to attract locals 
into the park.

The aim is to a design tranquil pathway with 
incorporated interactive sitting areas with 
greenery/trees and water features.

Locations:
The play areas will be spread out 
throughout all three sections of the park.

This should be placed a bit away from the 
roads between each section.

The play area gives the children something 
to do while they wait for their parents to 
pick them up.

Pathway will be divided to dedicated cyclists 
and pedestrian lanes to create as much 
circulation ease as possible

RENOVATED COFFEE/TEA 
SHOP LOCATION

Abandoned building

Make use of the greenery within the area to help 
create a better sense of smell to create a calm 
environment.

Keeping the areas separate allows for the first and 
third section to remain quiet and tranquil while the 
market is happening.A few creative ideas and concepts for the site

Location:
These water features and benches will be located in 
the third part of the park.

Activating the 
space at any hour 
of the day.

Open up the 
building to the 
walkway.

Gathers al family, 
friends, children, 
youth, elders and 
strangers.

PEACEFUL TRIP

JEU DE BOULES HOPSCOTCH TREEHOUSE ROLLER SKATING HANOVER STREET

KAAPSE KLOPSE DANCING FOLK TRADITIONSKAAPSE KLOPSEHANOVER STREET MUSICIANS


